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writes " I have a collection of about 15,000 perfins of Great  
Britain (about 5,400 designs) including 2,500 Q.V. (1,000 designs,  
among others: Stanley Gibbons 186 perfinned C.I.H/&S). My real  
interest is, hoNever, the Netherlands, so if any member would like  
to offer perfins of the Netherlands, I would be pleased to  
exchange. 
 
FULL NAME LISTING 

Included in this Bulletin are pages FN/K3, K5, & K6. Page K4  
should have accompanied them, however, when the worksheets started  
to come in it was soon obvious that the layout had not taken  
everything into account. Would you please recheck your  
collections and send the following details to Mike Burrows so that  
sheet FN/K4 can be completed? 

Details required: 
  
KENT 10,10,13,7   5mm x 18mm wide. 
KENT 10,10,13,7   5½mm x 17½mm wide. 
KENT 9,9,11,6    4½mm x 16½mm wide. 
 
Please make width measurements from the outside edges of the  

holes. 
KEN/NAN this did not appear on the worksheets, does anyone  

have any information to offer please. 
 
CITY OF LONDON ARMS 

Mike Burrows has pointed out that the 'new' die recorded by  
Peter Day in our last issue was previously noted by John Nelson 
in the October 1966 bulletin, and that the dies as illustrated are  
all mirror images really. 

Mike has this 'new' die on a K.E.V11 ld postmarked OC 15 02  
from the Guildhall School of Music. 
 
ANNUAL MEETING 

Member Mike Bavin asks whether the London meeting  
could be slightly more organised on a theme or displays. 

Could we have comments from our other 'regulars' please? We  
shall be happy to try to arrange whatever is wanted. 
 
NEW OFFICIAL? 

Steve Dunderdale reports the following cover he has just  
aquired, 

Perfin:   NA/CB   13,10/8,14   5mm 
 
The cover is franked with a K.G.V ld and cancelled in  

Liverpool on November 22nd 1917. The reverse of the cover bears 
a rubber stamp impression reading, 

From  NAVY & ARMY CANTEEN BOARD  
ROYAL LIVER BUILDING,  

LIVERPOOL. 
Can anyone add any further information? Please let Ron  

Bowman have anything you are able to add - stamps, postmarks or 
details of the Board itself. 




